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ABSTRACT
This paper deseribes a method of extracting energy flom

the &sion events rxa.uring during collision of a beam of
protons with a beam of ions of llB. The two beams circulate in
separated and intrmwting storage rings of the same geometry
and si= where thq ixdlide head-on in a common long stmight-
section. Requirements of the beam parametm and of the
collider am presented and discussed for a total production of 10
kW of power, To allow small beam dimension and higher
intensity, the storage ring itself is a novel concept based on a
linear Radio-Frequacy Quadmpole bat on itseif and closed
mechanically: the Circular RFQ. Stringent engintxzing
limitations are encountered. Moreover, the ccdlider performance
is disrupted by SpaceCharge form, Intra-Beam and Beam-
Beam Scattaing. To alleviate and counter-cmme these
limitations, the use of colliding Crystalline Beams is proposed.
This has the benefit to mhance the Luminosity of the collision
by seveml orders of magnitude. But it also requires fast and
efkctive Laser andlor E1ectron Coding. Sympathetic cooling of
ions, as that demonstrated in ion traps, can also be used to
avoid partially-stripped boron ions and negativ~hydrogen ions.

CAUTION
This is an exploratory research of an advanced concept to

produce Nuclear Fusion Power in modest amount. There are
sewd technical issue involved that need to be discussed and
studkxl in more details. This proposal requires the
understanding of the state of the art of several technologies
(aeceierator, laser, beam coolingj aystalline beams and
stn.wtwvs, ion traps, reactor engineering,...)? For this project to
succeed, one needs the pushing of the performance of some of
the technhxd components beyond values ah-eady demonstrated.
We may not have necessarily at this moment the answer to ail
possible questions. (If we did we would not be h= but
probably sitting in a Company and selling these devices... !).
Because of the so many technical f~ involved, and the
diffkrent background of each of us, we might expedience

problems of communication and language. Nevertheless, we
believe that this approach to produce Nue4ear Fusion Power of
modest amount is feasible and demves to be explored fmther.
Our proposal may need the solution of had issues. But the
amount of cost and effort to demonstrate whether the concept
works is also very modest.

INTRODUCTION
The absenceof an ekctxic charge in a neutron makes it

capable of interacting with very heavy nuclei snd to cause their
fission into two or more medkun-size tiagmmts with release of
energy that can be converted to thermal and electrical power.
NevertheIeas, the presence of the neutron itself and of the
tlagments, that often have toxic properties, does not make this
method of pmdueing ena-gy always appealing and useful.

On the other en~ the presence of the Coulomb bamier
bmeen colliding light ions has been the major impediment fix
the practical application of nuclear tision. In the past, several
methods have been pruposed and studied to generate and to
control power from nuclear fisi on. These methods, which are
based either on magnetic or inertial emfinement, RX@re fidl-
size and cost]y prototypes for demonstration. Even the simplest
reaction considered, i.e., the fhsion of deutaium with tritium,
does not completely remove the presence of neutrons, and still
requires the inefEaent and elaborate convasion to thermal and
electrical form Ofenergy.

It has been suggested &ldsky, 1983) that the t%sion
reaction between protons and ions llB is most desirable because
of the complete absence of dangerous by-products; for instan%
there is no neutron or gamma radiation involved. Moreover, it
is possible to harness eiectric power dired y from the n?action
process because of vay large charge state of the final product:
three a particles. Unfortunately, this reaction exhibits a high=
Coulomb barrier that requires larger enexgies of the colliding
elarlents.

It was proposed (Ruggiem, 1992, 19934 1993b, 1998a)
that the pmton+oron reaction could be treated more maily with
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accelerator technology. A colliding beam scenario, based on the
reaction between urotons and ions of boron. has been Drouosed
and investigated,” but found to be seriously limited ~y $-
charge forces and the Coulomb interaction among ions; i.e., the
same forces which introduce the Coulomb banier as the
impediment to the two nuclei to fhse togethez. There is, thus
the need to exploR ways to overcome spaoxh-ge and
Coulomb intemction et%xts if one desires to deveiop an energy
device based on nuclear fbsion.

One approach is the deveJopmemt of a noveJ concept of
stomge ring: the Cirad ar Radio-Frequency Quadrupole storage
ring (CRFQ) (Ruggiero, 1998b, 1998G 1999a), which, contrary
to more cmventional magnetic rings, has the advantage to
provide short focussing p-tiods and thus very small beam
dimensions. The CRFQ is an ordinary Radio-Frequency
Quadruple (RFQ) without vane corrugations, since thae is no
accelention, bent and closed mechanically on itsel~ but open
ekctromagnetiq acting therefore as a long transpom This
device allows czmsiderably higher beam intensity and density.
The first pat of this paper will deal with collision of ordinary
“warm” beams of compltmly stripped ions (no electrons)
circulating in CRFQ storage rings. Engineering limitations are
met which can hardly be solved with the presexu state of the
technology, arid that can hopefbll y be deh-red to a nondi stant
fiuture. There ~C d~~ phytid Iiinitadms, agtiii iiiiiodid by

electromagnetic interaction among particles.
The limitations can be overcome by colliding Crystalline

Beams (Wertheim, 1988, Montreux, 1993, b-ix 1995), an
ordered state of matter which is made of a low-enenw ion beam
circulating in a stomge ring where particles &upy rigid
positions with mpect to each other, essentially equally spaced.
Paxticles are allowed only a small amount of kinetic energy
variation from each other to maintain the amplitude of the
oscillation smaller than the ion separation. It has been
demonstmted that Cytalline Beams can be obtained in
proped y designed storage rings having a high degree of
periodicity, smoothness, and compactness of focussing. The
CRFQ stomge ring is the ideal device aiso for this application.
The use of colliding Crystalline Beams also harms greatly
the luminosity of the collision. and the reuuirermmt on the
beam storag~ ring pararnet~ become &nsiderably less
stringent. The idea of colliding Crystalline Beams is per se an
interesting issue which deserves further investigation. -Fast and
efkctive Laser Cooling is required for a beam to reach the
ground state. This cooling tednique requixes either partially-
stripped ions or negatively charged ions, so that electrons are
introduced back in the collision with predictable consequences
to beam stability and 10SS.Electrons m be removed by using
filly-stripped ions by relying either exclusively on Electron
Cooling or on Sympathetic Cooling (_ Mtchell,1999) which
has been successfully demonstrated rezently in Ion Tmps. A
collider based on the use of Crystalline Beams is presented
during the second part of this paper.

THE NUCLEAR FUSION PROCESS
An alternative method to fission reactors for producing

nuclear energy is the fusion ot two very light ions. In principle

this process does not involve neutrons, and it is made possible
by the fa that the average binding energy among the nucleons
in % final product is higher than in the initial ions. An
example involving the lightest ions is the fhsion of deuteriurn
and tritium. The ions have to collide at a sufficiently high
energy in order to fbsq and the em-gy gain, the mtio of
released energy-to-initial ion energy, is relatively lower when
compared to the fission process. In the cited examplq the
emergy gain is about sixty, since 17.6 MeV is the energy
released and the colliding energy has a threshold value of about
300 keV. The cross-section, i.e., the probability of nuclear
tbion, is also relatively lower when compared to the fission
ewents. Ncwertheless, the most crucial difference is that the two
interacting elements of the fusion event carry an electric charge
and that, in order to fbse, they have to penetrate the respective
Coulomb barriers. Consequcmtly, this requires larger colliding
energies and yieJds a lower cross-section.

Nuclear fiion has now been studied for about half a
century, with a considerable amount of human and financial
effort; yet, pmctical solutions have not been demonstrated. The
mij or impediment is indeed the presence of the Coulomb
barrier, which has no equivalent in the exploitation of nuclear
fission. The impedment can be understood by recognizing that
electromagnetic intmctions are at longer range and require a
l~er inifld em~ t~ !xing the &w’oicrls clmer to tfle point
where the nuclear fhsion forces are more effective. Several
methcids have been proposed and investigated. In some the
initial energy is obtained by heating up a plasma made of the
ions involved (magnetic confinement} in others, the initial
energy is obtained by implodhg a mixture of the elements with
pressure on an external shell generated by incoming intense ion
beams (inertial confmemmt). Both methods have been found to
be vay expensive and ~uire prototypes of fill size for
demonstration.

Historically, to circumvent the Coulomb banier problem,
the lightest ions, deuterium and tritium, have been taken as
interacting elements in a nuclear fision plant. Ufiortunately
natrons are found again with the final products, the presence of
which offsets some of the beneiits of the fbsion reaction.
Moreover, the nucJear energy dead, which has mostly the
form of the nea,itron kinetic energy, has also to be thermally
converted accompanied by a loss due to the lower mnversion
et%ciency, as in the case of nuclear fission. Though there are
obvious benefits in a nuclear plant based on nuclear fusion,
because of the abundance of the primary elements and the lack
of the medum-size fragments of toxic naturej we are still far
away fi-om a filly controlled and energy-ei%ctive
demonstration. There is obviously need of studying different
approaches.

THE FUSION OF PROTONS WITH IONS OF BORON
Ithas been suggested that a more advantageous method for

obtaining and controlling nuclear power is the fhsion between
protons and ions of l*B according to the reaction:

P+ ’IB - 12C ~ 3a
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Boron ions have mass number A = 11 and atomic number
Z = 5. During the reaction the proton fks with the ioq where
it is tmpped by the nuclear potential barrier. For a brief period
oftimq an ion of carbon ‘*C is formed, with mass number A =
12 and atomic number Z = 6. The new ion is unstable and
immedhtely breaks down in the thee a particles.

In orck for this reaction to occur, ions need a sutliciently
large tmugy (Ajzenbeq@40ve and Busch, 1980). There is a
broad resonance centered around the cxmter-of-mass exmgy of
675 keV with a width of about *75 keV. This is followed by
others in the fw MeV range and preceded by one at 160 keV.
The nxonance at 675 keV is of particular interest: it exhibits
(Becker et rd., 1987) a large cross section @ - 1.0 barn. All
othez resonances either mquim a consichmbly larger energy or
have lower fision cross-section. The low energy combined with
the relatively large cross section makes the reaction a good
Aoice as a method for obtaining fision nuclear power. Once
the lowest bound state of the three a particles is reachd a total
energy U = 8.7 MeV is re4eased under the form of kinetic
energy imparted to the a particles. The gain fhctor is Q = 13,
lower than in the deuterium-tritium reaction, yet still
appreciable.

Since it is relatively easy to control the energy of the
protons and of the ions of Boron with accelerator technology,
the fision reaction here proposed can be easily ignited with no
other possible dmnds of intemtion involved. In particular no
neutrons or gamma rays sre produced, a i%ct that makes the
process valuable for industrial applications. Another interesting
feature is the large state of electric charge (Z = 6) of the final
products that suggests methods for the direct conversion of the
nuclear energy to electric power.

The major drawbacks of this reaction are the relatively
higher initial energy requinxl, the relatively lower cross section,
and the higher charge state of the elements involved. The larger
initial energy does not rdlow easily the use of mdmds based
on the magnetic or inertial confinement. The energy of the
beams, on the other end, is large enough for the application of
accelerator technology.

The large charge state of the initial elements of course
increases the eil%ct of the Coulomb barrier. Since the charge
state of the nucleus of Boron is 5, the height of the Coulomb
barrier is also five times larger than in the case of dataium
colliding with tritium, which explains the need of
commensumbly higher initial energy. In colliding beams and
accdemtor technology, the effikctof Coulomb interaction among
ions is also referred to as Space Charge which is a serious
limitation to the collider performance. These limitations are
aggravated by the rehttively lower cross section of the fusion
events which requires larger colliding-beam intensities.

The method of colliding beams has been proposed earlier
(Blewett, 1974, Maglich and Chang 1993), but always in
comection with the deuterium-tritium fision reaction. It was
always found, indeed, that space-charge limitations were too
severe. Thus, in order to exploit the colliding beam method, it
is cmcial to find alternative ways to cope with the e!lects of
Space Charge. These are the CRFQ storage ring and
Crystalline Beams.

In the plasma method, like a Tokam& a two-component
plasma (proton and Boron) is generated in a magnetic vessd
and heated up to a vay high tempemture. The required spmd is
also about 675 keV, but the ions in the core of the distribution
do not interact useil.dly with each other. Ordy those ions at the
tails of the distribution an eilkctively fhse as shown in Fig. 1.
Once they fisq they are removed, and replaced by ions moving
f?om the core and spreadhg toward the tail. This method then
requires a considerable “hot” plasma with a way large ion
volume density. In contrast, with the collidinghm melhod,
the two beams of proton and boron are constantly sepamted by
an tmrgy difference of 675 keV, have an internal considerable
lower temperatu~ that is they are essentially “cold”, and
effectivdy fbse because they overiap in the same physical space
of the collider.

Our goal is the demonstration of a modest power, e.g. 10
kW, as that required by a typical household in the USA.
Aiming to a lower amount of power grextly reduces the mnge of
the beam and collider perliorrnanceand nquirements, and makes
the projec$ more attainable more economic, and less risky.

---- 4----

675keV
* --------*

Figure 1. Energy Distribution in a Plasma and
Colliding-Beam Methods

COLLIDING WARM BEAMS. AN EXAMPLE.
The layout of the device is shown in Fig, 2, Them are two

storage rings, which are taken to be identical in shape and size.
The two beams of filly stripped ions of hydrogen ~ and boron
BH circulate in opposite direction, and collide heackm in a
common Interaction Region. There are the following
components: (1) a ~ ion source which injects into the storage
ring, and feeds continuously to re-supply the beam spent during
the collision or othenvise lost; (2) a similar source of B+5. It
will be shown that, for a production of 10 kW of nuclear fision
power, the required ion source current is about 1.2 mA-panidq
weIl within the capability of the technology avtilable at the
moment. (3) Two Circular RFQ storage rings, which here are
assumed to be identical, and that will be described next. The
storage rings are assumed to be identical with the beam energy
adjusted so that they circulate with the same velocity and
therefore revolution iiequency. Of course other configurations
are possible. We shall adopt the equal velocity configuration
just as an example. (4) Collision of Ion Beams in the
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Intemction Region. Finally, (5) The Reactor Vessel where the a
particles are generated, collected, and electric power is
genemted. We will not discuss here the engineering details and
requirements of the Vessel, except noting that it will likely be
made of a sequence of electmdqgids placed at intermediate
voltage. Electric fields decelerate the a‘s and current flows in
an external load. The confinement of a 8.7 MVolt potential is
not trivial. A lower voltage is more practical with the addition
of an external solenoid magnetic field which will let multiple
passages of the a’s through the same decelerating eldc field.

I-r
Storage Rings

Figure 2. Colliding Beams Set-Up

To introduce the concepts involved in the device we shall
consider an example, summarized in Table 1. First, we have
assumed that both beams have velocity & and second, that the
two storage rings have the same circumference C = 2nR. Also,
we start with a large stomge ring with circumfa-ence C = 100
m. We shall later consider storage rings of diffkrent size and
work out the equivalent requirements. In any cas% we shall
consistent y assume that the length .? of the Interaction Region

is a fraction q = //C - 0.25 of the circumference. Also, we

shall require a total production of nuclear fusion power of 10
kW. It is our goal then to minimim the amount of power
otherwise dissipated to only few kW. This should lead to a not-
optimized conceptual design of an experiment for the
demonstration of power production. Similariy, the principle of
colliding beams need also to be demonstrated. Note that in this
example of colliding “warm” beam., both are made of fidly
stripped ions, so that no electrons are involved. We shall use
this example to estimate the design procedure and the
requirements to attain the goal of 10 kW power. The procedure
will then be used to investigate a broader parameter range.

COLLIDING BEAM LUMINOSllY
The geomet2y of the collision is shown in Fig. 3. The two

beams have the same moss section S = rcaz, with a the average
beam mdius. They have a total numb= of circulating ions NP
and NB. lky ccdlide head-on in the interaction region which
has a length equal to a flaction q of the storage ring; and the
common revolution frequency is fo= fkYC. The colliding beam

performance is measured by the luminosity ~ also given in

Fig. 3. When the luminosity is multiplied by the fksion ca-oss
section m - 1 x 10-24cm2 it gives the number of fusion events
per unit of time

dn/dt =LUF (1)

The t%sion power generated is then

P~=e Udn/dt (2)

whae U = 8,7 MeV is the energy released per fision ewmt. For
10 kW the required luminosity is L = 7.2 x 1039 cm”2 S-l

corresponding to the mte of events dn / dt = 7.2 x 1015S-*,
This is a vety huge luminosity compared to values that can be
obtained in high-energy colliders. Nevertheless, the hope here is
that this represents a vety special low-energy collider whae the
conditions are more suitable for higher pdormance.

Table 1. Beam Parameters
Proton ~ Boron B+5

, Chsrge State, Z +1 +5
Mass Number, A 1 11
Kinetic Enerq, keV 56 619
B 0.01095 0.01095
Magnetic Rigidity, kG-m 0.343 0.754

We can also estimate the beam depletion rate b~ = e dn / dt
= 1,15 mA-particl~ which is the current the ion sources me to
provide to replenish the circulating beams at the same depletion
rate. At the same tire% the required beam power P~.m = e &B
(675 kev) = 780 Watt. The ratio PF / P~am - 13. All these
quantities are constant and depend only on the wanted fision
power PF.

0-+3

Figure 3. Colliding Beam Luminosity

To elucidate the procedure, we shall continue with our
example by taking C = 100 m, from which & = 32.8 kHz A
luminosity L = 7.2 x 1039cm”2S-lcan be obtained, for instan~

with q = 0.25, NP = NB = 1 x 1015, and a common cross
section S = 1.0 x 104 cm2. Obviously these are very high
intensity beams, with veiy small tmnsverse dimensions. Thus,
the concern is the search and design of a storage ring that can
indeed accommodate these values without encountering Sp~
Charge limitations.
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Another quantity of relevance is the average time an ion
spads circulating in the storage ring bdore it fines

-c = NPB/ (dn / dt) (3)

In our example T = 140 ms. Any process other than fbsion that
may lead to a particle loss or an increase of the beam
dimensio% and thus to a lowting of the luminosity, can be
described by a proper time that is to be compared to the ibion
depletion time, and be sufliaently larger. That is, one has to
insurq in the design of the collider, that ions have a good
chance to fhse before they are moved by other etkcts like
Coulomb scattering. Also, as ions are removed, they are
rephtced by new particles ii-em the respective sources at optimal
condhions to help to preseme the average beam dimension.

IHE CIRCULAR RADIO-H?EQUENCY STORAGE RING
A conventional magnetic stomge ring does not have the

capability to store a beam at the currat and dimension as
specified above. One needs the development of a new concept.
This is the Circular Radio-Frequenig storage ring. The device
has a toroidal shapq is similar to a four-rod RFQ with constant
aperture closed mechanically on itself as shown in Fig. 4, but
electrically open so it is equivalent to a long unbounded
transport. An f excitation with wavelength A is applied across
the four reds. The motion of an ion is described by the RFQ
parameter

B, = (2 ZeVo/Amoc2)@/b~ (4)

where VOis the peak rf voltagq mo C2the proton rest energy,
and b the minor radius of the structure.

As in the ordkaxy linear RFQ (Staples, 1992), the
focussing is alternating with a periodicity A = f3A.The value
BO = 6.809 gives a phase advance per period of 90°, and an
average amplitude lattice fimction fk -1.4 A. If & denotes the
beam emittan% with the same value in the horimntal and
vertical direction of oscillation, the average beam mdius is a =
(s~~, which of course is to be smaller than apermre radius b.
Because in our case (3 - 0.011, the fmssing period is very
short, of few centimeter, compared to a meter or mom in a
conventional magnetic storage ring. At the same time the
transverse beam dimensions are also considerably smaller.

Cosa’t

CosOJt

+VoCoso.)t

-V(2Cos(Dt

Figure 4. The Circular RFQ Storage Ring

In the approximation that the periodiaty A is much
smaller than the major radius of cumture ~ usually satisfi~
the trajectory of an ion is bent by the etTect of the rf field. It
follows cJosely the curvature of the rods, with an aveaage
outward radhd offset (RUggiero, 2000)

xa~= 33.6A* I Z2R (5)

A dispersion of the same magnitude is also introduced in
both planes of oscillations. As long as H << b, the beam is
within the aperturq and remains confined without the need of
an external bending magnet.

As in the ordimuy linear RFQ, also in the CRFQ storage
ring one may expect the transport of considerably high= beam
intensity. The motion is spacecharge dominated when the
phase advance per period is appreciably depressed flom the m-o-
curnmt value of 90°, The space-charge eflkct is measured by the
following pammeter (Ruggiero, 2000a)

A = 2NZ2rOk21An SC (6)

whexeN is the total number of circulating ions, and ro = 1.535
x 1018m the classical proton radius. A depression of the phase
advance down to 45° corresponds to the limit A -0.044. Note
that E@.(6) sets a limit on the volume density

6 = N/SC = (4.5 x 10’4cm-3/ ?bcm2)(NZ2) (7)

Since we can also tite

L= q$c~aasc (8)

we determine that in order to obtain the luminosity nxquired for
a total of 10 kW of fision power, we need to satis~

Sc I h’ - loo/cm. (9)

We shall see the consequences of these relations next.

REQUIREMENTS OF VWRM-BEAM COLLISION IN
THE CRFQ STORAGE RING

Even with a mom advanced storage ring as the CRFQ, that
allows higher beam intensity and smaller beam dimensions,
there are significant engineering requirements which m difficult
to be achieved with today’s technology. All the equations in
the above sections can be combined together to evaluate the
design. For instan% Fig. 5 gives the storage ring radus R
versus the excitation flequemy for diflkrent beam emittance s.
A value of pmcticai interest is R = lm. Inspection of the figure
shows that the required excitation fhquency ranges between 300
and 100,000 GH.L vay large indeed. The number of ions of
Boron required is shown in Fig. 6. In the same fiquency
rang% the intensity varies between 1010and 10*5;thus the beam
intensity required is not necessarily an issue. The ratio b/2u of
the aperture radius to the beam size is plotted in Fig. 7. Since
the beam is to be emtirely accommodated within the apertu%
this ratio should be larger than one. This requirw a small beam
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emittancei e < 0.001 n mm-mrad The excitation rf peak
voltage and power are not necessarilyy issues. They are shown in
Figs 8 and 9. Typical values are around one or fkw hundreds of
kVolt, and at most fm Watts. On the other end, considering
the small dimension b of the CRFQ, the internal eleetric field
is large and can easily exceed the surface practical limit.

The selection of a very large excitation flequency, and
consequently of the very small transveme dimension of the
CRFQ, are serious technology challenges that can hardly be
development of more futuristic technology.
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Figure 5. Ring Radius R (m) vs. Frequency (MHz)
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Figure 6. Number of Boron Ions vs. Frequency (MHz)

CAUSES OF PARTICLE LOSSES
Our intent is to minimize power dissipated for the

opemtion of the deviee to a small I%ction of the total power
produced by fhsion. Also, it is important to minimize the loss
of beam intensity and size to concurrent phenomena other than
fision. It is relatively easy to list the channels of losses.

~ Ring imperfections can be controlled to eliminate
beam loss by assigning error tolerances during the
manufacturing. The Space-Charge efl’ects are of no mum,
since they have already been included in the analysis of the
CRFQ. There are no nuclear reactions and no fusion events
between particlea of the same beam because of the vw small
enagy dMkence. Mostly serious is Intra-Beam Scattering
(IBS), that is Coulomb scattering. There are two loss

mechanisms. One is made of single-event large-angle scattering
that causes immediate removal of the particle liom the beam
after hitting the physical aperture. The other is a sc.quence of
small-angle scattering that may lead to an emittance growth,
increase of the beam si~ and a loss of luminosity. I13S is a
weJl understood phenomena in particle accelemtors and stomge
rings (Piwinski, 1974). A complete theory is available also for
the CRFQ storage ring (Ruggiero, 2000b). The thay prahcts
a growth or reduction of the beam emittance e and momentum
spread b which depends linearly with the beam intensity and in
a very complicated way with the emittanee and momentum
spread itself according to

db/dt = Nf(s, b) (lo)
d&/dt = Ng(~, b) (11)

Since one opemtes below the transition energy of the
storage rin~ one can prove that an equilibrium is inched when
fls, 6) = g(c, 8) = O. The thermaldynamical equilibrium is
reached whtm the transverse and longitudinal temperature within
the beam have relaxed and become equal. Though the n4axation
rates depend on the beam intensity, the equilibrium does not,
and is given by 62 = e / &. The required beam momemtum
spread at the equilibrium is displayed in Fig. 10. It is seen that
at vay most a spread of 10% may be required. Observe that if
s > 62 % the b- aittan~ decreases during the relaxation
process, enhancing the luminosity at cost of increasing the ion
momentum spread. The relaxation times are then to be
compared to the fbsion time Z, If they are large enough, evtny
time a pair of ions fuse they are replaced by the ion sources
with others with small initial spreads.

Figure 7. The ratio 612a vs. Frequency (MHz)

BWII-B=IIL Ring imperfections are not relevant in this case.
Sp-barge ei%cts between the two beams should be
included, but, because of the low energy, they are equivalent to
the single-beam space-charge effects, actually extending only
over the fl-action q of the ring circumference. As we have
already discussed in one of the previous section, the colliding
beam method has the advantages to select the two beam
energies carefidly to avoid all other nuclear reactions except the
desired fision reaetions. The only reaction that cannot be
avoided is again Coulomb scattering, or Beam-Beam Scattering
(BBS). Similarly to the single-beam case, also in the beam-
beam interaction large-angle scattering causes instant ptuticle
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loss, whereas small-angle scattering leads to a growth of the
beam size and thus to a reduction of luminosity. In analogy to
IBS, a complete theory of BBS (Ruggiero, 2000b) has been
formulated to determine the beam emittance and momentum
spread growth during interaction. The growth rates are given by

de/dt=4nk L& (12)
di32/dt =(dc/dt )cA,2/(&+Aa)2~2 (13)

with

k = 2N2&2ZB2r0’ cqA, /SC$A, (&+&)2 (14)

The diffhsion mtes due to BBS are displayed in Fig. 11. The
ernittance growth rate does not depend on the initial emittance
value. The momentum spread growth rate depends linearly with
the emittance. ‘I%ecase shown in Fig. 11 corresponds to & =
0.001 n mm-mrad. It is sesmthat it is possible to control the
momentum spread growtk but the beam cxnittance will just
explode,
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Figure 8. Peak Voltage (kVolt) vs. Frequency (MHz)
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Figure 9. rf Power (Watt) vs. Frequency (MHz)

Molecular dissociation, atomic
excitation and ionization cause energy loss and the creation of
thermal ions and electrons. On the oth~ end, no nuclear
reactions are expected (including fhsion). It is determined that a
vacuum pressure of 10-7 torr is sufficient and necessary to
control all eflkcts on beam stability. Multiple and single

Coulomb scattering lifetimes am displayed in Figs 12 and 13
where they are compared to the fision lifaime. Of course no
matter how small are the losses, they can be amplified by wall-
deso@ion eflkcts when ermnd ions hit the rods or the vacuum
tank. Thus it is important to treat and condition the vacuum
environment.

The a-particles generated in the fision events are supposed
to be decelemted in the reactor vessel and eventually be
absorbed in the electrodes. On the other end, it is not clear what
are the eflkcts of the a‘s when desorbing from the material they
pemtrate.
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Figure 10. Beam Momentum Spread at Thermai-
Dynamical Equilibrium (IBS)
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Figure 11. Beam-6eam Scattering Diffusion Rates

~ A lo-kwatt Nuclear Fusion device involving two
small storage and intersecting rings (R - lm) require a novel
concept of low-energy ion storage ring. The Circular Radio-
Frequency Quadruple stomge ring (CRFQ) allows ~v~ short
periodicity of f~ssing, vay small beam dimensions, high
beam intensity, and considerably lower susceptibility to mum,
which makes the motion of ions in the device vay stable. The
rf excitation of the CRFQ has a very large fi-equamy
requirement (of several hundreds and even thousands of GHz).
The device can be made evem smaller and more compact by
adopting higher excitation frequency. But this requires also
correspondingly the development of mechanical and electrical
engineuing. Is this possible? How far can one extrapohte?
What are the tolerances?
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The most crucial concern is the Coulomb scattering among
ions in the same beam (IBS), and between the two colliding
beams (BBS). The theory of these efl%cts is well developed,
understood, and at hand for particle accelerators. The use of the
CRFQ actually sofkms considembly these problems. A therrnal-
dynamical equilibrium exists. IBS can be controlled by
adjusting the relative spreads of momenta The BBS is
calculable but it is more problematic. Obviously these
combined effkxts are to be investigated firther.

No other physical limitations are predicted. The method of
colliding beams of Boron and Proton, to obtain a modest
amount of NucJear Fusion Power, in small size storage and
intersecting rings has some potentials and possibilities. In our
opinion it desenws a more intense investigation than the one
summarized in this paper.
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CRYSTALLINE BEAMS AND STRUCTURES
C~stalline Structures have already been observed in ion

traps (Walther, 1993), Crystalline Beams, that are oqymized
structures moving in a storage ring, still wait for an
experimental demonstration. A Crystalline Beam is a state of
matter which can be obtained from diluted ion beams in low-
energy storage rings with the application of a vexy fhst cooling
technique namely Electron and/or Laser Cooling. If enough
internal erwrgy is removed at a sufficient large rat~ the ions
will take a rigid configuration where they are equally spat.d
from each other. The theory of Crystalline Beams does exist
and predicts that organized beams can be obtained in storage

rings with very high periodicity and strong f~ssing
(Ruggiero, 1994, 1999b). The CRFQ storage ring is the ideal
candidate. In its ground state, a Crystalline Beam is made of a
number of strings placed parallel to each other symmetrically
around the beam axis, as shown in Fig. 14. Because of the lefl-
right and updown symmetry the number of strings is a bimuy
number, that is m = Y where p is called the bifurcation order.
Particles are equally spaced on each string and the spacing & is
the same for all strings. Tha-e is a range of spacing Al > k, >
hz in which a particular structurq characterized by the number
m of string exists. Typically AI - 2 Az, where LZ - L. ~
denotes the stability limit, where

A= = (Z2 roR’ / A~2)1’3 (15)

is the critical spacing, and ~ - (2 / v’)’”, a form factor which
measures the distance of the xm-ament operating tune v of the
storage ring flom a lower half-integml structural resonance that
the beam will cross under the depnssion caused by space-ch~e
forces.

o‘-’-’-
-

0 t/
Residual Vibration, d = 20 AO<< s

\

caused by -of Laws Cooling

m = 8 x 106 Strings
Separation s = 0.8 ym Beam Radius a= 1.65 mm

Figure 14. MultipleSting Crystalline Beam

COLLISION OF ORGANIZED BEAMS
To alleviate the engineering limitations and the physical

concerns, we propose to reach our goal with (a) Beam
CVstallization, and (b) Colliding CVstalline Beams. The fimt
topic is very delicate and sophisticated subjetc still waiting to
be demonstmted. It needs a new ingredient: a fast moling
technique. The second topic is of course provocative and it may
sound very fbturi stic.

Figure 15 shows the geometry and luminosity of colliding
Organiti Beams, that is each beam is made of a number m of
parallel strings equally spaced, which best represents a
Crystalline Beam, discussed above.

The total luminosity & is m times the luminosity L of

two strings paired together so to collide head-on with each
other. Each pair of strings is made of nP and nB ions of proton
and boron. As usual, fo= @ / C is the revolution fl-equemy in
the respective stomge ring. We assume again that the storage
rings have the same geometry and circumference C = 2nR, and
that the energy of the two beams is adjusted so that they travel
at the same speed &. The fraction of the ring circumference
where the two beams collide is still denoted by q. The
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common cross section of the two strings collidlng is now mi 2,
to be compared to the eklkctive common cross section of the
two beams S = RU2.The number of strings m = S 1 n S2,with s
the separation between strings which is also the longitudinal
s~amtion. The total number of circulating ions NPB= m nPB.

LO= qmnPnBt%lnd2 = mL,

Figure 15. Colliding Organized Beams

Consider the case of a small stomge ring with C = 10m, so
that & = 328 kHz A typical ion sepamtion that one may
expect in a Crystalline Beam is s = 0.8 pm. The efbtive
radius of a string is determined by the ultimate noise of the
cooling system, and one can expect d = 20 A“. Denoting with

-G the equivalent “warm” beam luminosity given in Fig. 3, the
actual luminosity oforganimd Beams is

-LJ = & (s/d)’ - 1.6x 105-Gv (16)

That is an enhancement of several ordem of magnitude.
With our pammettm, the luminosity per pair of colliding

strings is ~ -1 x 1032cm-z S1. In order to reach the requhd

total luminosity of L = 0.8 x 1039cm-z S-l, we need m = 8 x

IOG parallcd strings in each beam. This is equivalent to the
bljhcation orderp = 23. The periodicity of the CRFQ storage
ring (the number of fassing ptiods per revolution) is to be at
least equal to or larger than this. An fi excitation of fa
hundred m which over a ciraunfimmce of 10m gives few
thousand periods, is then adequate. The number of ions per
string is then 1.2 x 107, and the total number of ions in each
beam is 5.0x 10]3.The resulting depletion rate is then 144 s-’,
that is a fusion lifetime of only 6 millisecond, about two
thousand revolutions.

LASER COOUNG AND SYMPATHEmC COOUNG
For the ion beam to freeze down to a ground state of a

crystalline stnmtu~ fi+stcooling is to be supplied to remove
intesmd tmrgy. The cooling rate is to be sufficiently large and
e&ctiv~ with minimum noise at equilibrium. Two tectilques
are available Electron and Laser Cooling. In the former the
ions to be cooled are fi.dly stripped, but the final tempemture
depends on the electron beam temperature moreover there is an
appreciable chance that ions are lost by remmbining with the
eiect.mns. Laser Cooling is fwter and more effkctiv% but
requires that ions have orbiting ekctrons. When mvo partially
ionized beams collide with each other, the ionization procxss
dominates the fusion events, so that the pmence of electrons is
an impediment to an efiicient production of pow= ilom nuc4ear
fision events. There are thus two alternatives: the first is to rely

exclusively on Electron Cooling the second is to make use of
Sympathetic Cooling. In the second option ions are filly
stsipped and are moled by exchanging heat by interacting with
a stationary plasma of Be+or Mg+ confined in an ion trap. The
ion trap is then inserted on one side of the CRFQ storage ring
away !i-om the interaction mgio% and will occupy only a
modest fmction of the ring am,unfiaence. It is not the purpose
of this paper to go fhrther in the details of cooling techniques.
We note here simply that the amount of energy mrnoved during
the cooling process is modem, essentially given by P~~ =
(675keV)(&/~)~ - 10 Watts.

COLLIDING CRYSTALLINE BEAMS
What happens when two Strings collide with each other?

Are they destroyed? It depends on how effective is Cooling and
the Procedure for storing cooling and collidlng beams. It has
been demonstrated (HafIlnans et al., 1995) that there is a stable
configuration of two strings collidlng where the ion tmjectories
take the shape of a “pretzel”, as shown in Fig. 16.

2s

.

Figure 16. Pair of Strings in Collision

Also, if 2g is the amplitude of the “pretd”, the following
stability condition is to be satisfied

g > (pk/fi)s (17)

In order for ions to scatter with each other (and fuse) the
following scaling is to be satisfied,

s > d > g > ronsi~ (18)

THE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
1. At the start, the two storage rings are continuously filled

by the Ion Sources at currents corresponding to the depletion
mte of 55 S-l that is ~J3= 1.15 mA-particlq equal to 2 x 1011
ions per turn. The ions are completely stripped.

2. The two counter-moving beams are made to collide
head-on tlom the start and kept colliding continuously.

3. At the same timq Electron Cooling (or Sympathetic
Cooling) is also continuously applied to both beams at the rate
of 300 s-l yieldlng an emittance reduction in fw hundreds
revolutions.

4. C~stalline Beams are formed at the same.
5. During the intensity build-up, initially thtxe are fwer

t%sion events and smaller number of Strings. As the intensity
increases, the number of Strings and the fision events also
incmaae until saturation is reached, when the rate of ions
depletion equals the Source current.
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6, Evexy time a partic4e is removed (depleted) afkr fbsion,
it is replaced by a new one flom the So% immediately
CQOled,and inserted in the Crystalline Beam.

7. The process of particle removal and addition is slow
cmough to avoid dlsruption and to preserve the C~stalline
structure.

8. The stability of Crystalline Beams at Collision is
maintained with the same assumptions and conditions.

ENERGY BALANCE AND EFFICIENCY
The device produces a total nuclear fision power of 10 kW.

Only a fraction of this is actually available to an extend load.
Some power will be dissipated for the opention of the plant
itsdf The following is a not+ptimizxi list of dissipated power
items:

Beam power 0.78 kW
Beam ~OSS Allowance (30%) 0.22
Ion Sources 1.00
RF Power for CRFQ 1.34
Laser / Electron Cooling 0.10
Computer 0.50
Miscellaneous (vacuum, diagnostic, ) 1.00

According to this estimate the total dissipated power amounts
to 4.94 kW, with a positive balance of 5.06 kW, and an
diciency Ofabout 50~o.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Below we list the cnJciaI steps to undertake for a successful

demonstration of the nuclear device

A.
B,
c.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M
N.
0,

Design, build, demonstrate a CRFQ prototype.
Develop proton and filly stripped boron ion sources
Reach Space-Chage Limit in the CRFQ with protons
Reach Space-Charge Limit in the CRFQ with Boron
Experiment with Electron Cooling
Experiment with Sympathetic Cooling (Ion Traps)
Crystallization of Proton Beam
Crystallimtion of Boron Beam
Fabri@ion of two intersecting CRFQ’S: for p and B
Experiment with collision of “warm” beams
Cooling of Colliding Beams
Crystallization of both Beams during Collision
Preliminq detection of Nuclear Fusion events
Develop Reactor Vessel around Collision Region
Efficiency Studies
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